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Despite well-accepted understanding that relational dynamics characterized by respect,
openness, and connectedness are critical for healthy team functioning, we know little
about how to foster such dynamics. Drawing on observation and interview data from an
intervention that fostered positive change in the relational dynamics of a global dis-
tributed team, this paper theorizes the mechanisms that enabled a move toward positive
relational dynamics. We find that the intervention brought about relational changes by
not only creating spaces where the team could experiment with new forms of in-
teraction, but also by utilizing “interaction scripts”—concrete guidelines for interaction
that specify content parameters and participation rules. We establish that the combi-
nation of spaces and interaction scripts was critical for helping the team enact counter-
normative forms of interpersonal sharing that led to the emergence of positive relational
dynamics. While existing research has highlighted the importance of spaces for enabling
positive relational change, this paper theorizes the complementary role that interaction
scripts can play in the change process. These findings have implications for research on
positive relationships at work, organizational change, and global and geographically
dispersed teams.

How team members relate to one another affects
how teams perform. A large body of research has
highlighted how relational dynamics characterized
by respect, openness, and connectedness can foster
team creativity (Carmeli, Dutton, & Hardin, 2015),
facilitate team learning (Edmondson, 1999), build
resilience in the face of failure (Stephens, Heaphy,
Carmeli, Spreitzer, & Dutton, 2013), and generate
higher performance (Carmeli et al., 2015; Edmondson,
1999). Yet, we know surprisingly little about how
teamscanchange relationaldynamics inorder to foster
these positive outcomes.

In the present paper, we explore how teams can
cultivate and develop what we label “positive re-
lational dynamics,” or patterns of interaction char-
acterized by respect, openness, and connectedness.

Using meeting observations and interviews from a
10-week intervention, we analyze how a globally
distributed team moved from interactions charac-
terized by mistrust, minimal communication, and
disconnection to interactions characterized by re-
spect, openness, and connectedness.

The intervention had team members set aside
dedicated time each week to meet (both as a full
group and in dyads). In addition, the intervention
provided concrete guidelines for team members to
engage in interactions designed to promote sharing
about personal lives and current work challenges.
Leveragingwork that has established the importance
of spaces, or bounded social settings, for enabling
social and organizational change (Bucher & Langley,
2016; Howard-Grenville, Golden-Biddle, Irwin, &
Mao, 2011; Kellogg, 2009; Polletta, 1999), and
drawing on the notion of organizational scripts,
we conceptualize the intervention as consisting of
both spaces and a type of script that we call an “in-
teraction script.” Interaction scripts are concrete
guidelines for interaction that specify content pa-
rameters and participation rules for interaction. Our
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observations suggest that the combination of the
spaces and interaction scripts of the intervention
enabled individuals on the team to experiment with
newand socially risky formsof interpersonal sharing
andwas key to fosteringpositive relational dynamics
between team members.

We unpack how the combination of spaces and
interaction scripts engendered new ways of relating
built on respect, openness, and connectedness. In
the early weeks of the intervention, we observed the
team enacting counter-normative forms of personal
and work-related sharing, guided by the interaction
scripts and supported by spaces. In the latter weeks
of the intervention, we observed the team enacting
the scripts with more disclosure and honesty while
simultaneously adapting the scripts in ways that
furthered the development of positive relational
dynamics. We theorize how spaces and scripts work
together to facilitate change: while spaces create
an opening for new dynamics to emerge, interaction
scripts specify and legitimate new forms of inter-
personal sharing that can foster the emergence of
positive relational dynamics.

RELEVANT LITERATURE

Positive Relational Dynamics in Teams

Wedrawon the literature onpositive relationships
at work to conceptualize the changes in the team
we observed (e.g., Dutton & Ragins, 2007). While no
universally shared definition exists as to what con-
stitutes positive relationships at work, a large corpus
of scholarship has emphasized the importance of
respect (Carmeli et al., 2015;Dutton, 2003), openness
(Eisenberg & Witten, 1987; Rogers, 1987), and con-
nectedness (Dutton & Heaphy, 2003; O’Reilly,
Caldwell, & Barnett, 1989).

“Respectful” interactions refer to those actions
that confer a sense of value and worth to others
(Carmeli et al., 2015: 68). Substantial scholarship has
documented the lack of respect in workplace in-
teractions, such as incivility, abusive supervision,
public criticism, or rudeness (Andersson & Pearson,
1999; Liu, Liao, & Loi, 2012; Sutton, 2007). Re-
spectful interactions, on the other hand, place value
on others’ perspectives by listening empathically
(Dutton, 2003), fostering inclusivity (Blatt &
Camden, 2007; Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006),
and affirming and supporting others (Carmeli
et al., 2015). In addition to promoting greater
feelings of worth, respectful interactions have
been linked to positive identity formation (Rogers,

Corley, & Ashforth, 2016), reduction of status dif-
ferences (Phillips, Rothbard, & Dumas, 2009), in-
creased group creativity (Carmeli et al., 2015), and
faster error detection (Vogus, 2004; Weick, 1993).

“Openness” in interactions refers to candid and
frank communication of issues and feelings at work
and encompasses both task-related and personal di-
mensions (Eisenberg & Witten, 1987). Task-related
openness involves the sharing of work issues, espe-
cially across hierarchical lines. Scholars have in-
vestigated this phenomenon across a number of
streams of research, including employee voice
(Morrison, 2011), issue selling (Dutton, Ashford,
O’Neill, & Lawrence, 2001), superior–subordinate
communication (Jablin, 1979), and critical upward
communication (Tourish & Robson, 2006). Personal
openness can range from engaging in casual social
interactions in the workplace (Bowen & Blackmon,
2003) to disclosing personally sensitive information
or feelings (Creed, 2003; Phillips et al., 2009). While
personal openness at work does not assume intimate
disclosure, it does presume some level of personal
sharing, social interactions, and emotional expression.

Openness atwork has been shown to have positive
impacts on a variety of collective and individual
level outcomes. For instance, openness in task-
related communication has positive impacts on
learning and improvement (Detert & Burris, 2007;
Dutton et al., 2001; Edmondson, 1999), decision-
making (Morrison & Milliken, 2000), group perfor-
mance (Edmondson, 1999;O’Reilly&Roberts, 1977),
and individual health (Cortina, 2008). Openness and
disclosure of personal matters has also been shown
to improve interpersonal relationships (Collins &
Miller, 1994) and to reduce status and power differ-
entials, and, in doing so, enhance feelings of em-
powerment (Ashcraft, 2000; Phillips et al., 2009).

“Connectedness” refers to the strength and quality
of relationships between individuals. Dutton and
Heaphy (2003) conceptualized the quality of a con-
nection as a function of the amount and range of
emotions expressed, the ability for a relationship to
withstand stress and strain, and its ability to open
new possibilities for action and creativity. These
scholars view connectedness as manifesting in feel-
ings of mutuality, positive regard, and vitality. Ear-
lier research on groups studied connectedness under
the guise of constructs such as social integration
and cohesion, which was defined as the degree to
which individuals in a group are “psychologically
linked” or “attracted” to one another (O’Reilly et al.,
1989; Shaw, 1981). Benefits of connectedness in-
clude better health (Dutton & Heaphy, 2003), the
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attainment of valued information and resources
(Burt, 2000), development of positive new identities
(Ibarra, 1993), and improved coordination (Gittell,
Seidner, & Wimbush, 2010).

While respect, openness, and connectedness are
three distinct dimensions of what we label “posi-
tive relational dynamics,” these dimensions have
been shown to be deeply intertwined and mutually
reinforcing. For example, respectful interactions
between group members encourage speaking up
(Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006) and lead to feelings
of greater connectedness (Carmeli et al., 2015). Open
and frequent communication about work and per-
sonal matters can foster greater attraction between
groupmembers (Collins &Miller, 1994) and serve as
a sign of mutual regard (Carmeli et al., 2015). Feel-
ings of connectedness enable people to speak openly
(Carmeli & Gittell, 2009; Edmondson, 1999) and are
the foundation for respectful interacting (Dutton &
Heaphy, 2003). Scholars of positive relationships at
work emphasize the cyclical and self-reinforcing
nature of interactions characterized by respect, open-
ness, and connectedness: “Positive relationships in
groups and communities are created throughongoing,
self-perpetuating, and mutually reinforcing acts that
both offer and generate positive energy among their
members” (Kahn, 2007: 281).

Despite the self-reinforcing nature of positive re-
lational dynamics, they can be difficult to foster.
Status and power differences that pervade organi-
zations can undermine mutual respect and encour-
age individuals to regard others as “less than”
(Galinsky, Magee, Inesi, & Gruenfeld, 2006; Kipnis,
1972). Speaking openly about personal or work-
related matters requires navigating complex social
norms governing when and how to communicate
such information and can lead to social sanctions
when such norms are violated (Chaikin & Derlega,
1974; Detert & Edmondson, 2011; Morrison, 2011).
Connecting with others at work often involves over-
coming dominant, institutionalized norms of imper-
sonality (Ashcraft, 2000; Martin, Knopoff, & Beckman,
1998) and organizational politics that foster competi-
tion rather than cooperation (Mayes & Allen, 1977).

While research has explored the antecedents of
positive relational dynamics (e.g., Baker & Dutton,
2007; Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006; Vogus, 2004),
there is strikingly little empirical work on how pos-
itive relational dynamics emerge in the course of
everyday team interactions. Several scholars have
noticed this lack and called for empirical research
to explore this question (Dutton & Ragins, 2007;
Edmondson & Lei, 2014). The research presented

here takes up this challenge by providing empirical
insight into the microdynamics of change as one
team began to develop positive relational dynamics.
In theorizing this empirical story, we draw on two
different analytical constructs: spaces and scripts.

Spaces as a Vehicle for Relational and
Organizational Change

One construct that has been shown to play an im-
portant role in organizational change, including re-
lational dynamics in groups, is the notion of
“spaces.” Scholars studying how to foster effective
group dialogue emphasize the importance of creat-
ing spaces that can enable people to actively listen,
respect one another, suspend judgments, and
speak honestly (Bohm, 1990; Isaacs, 1999; Senge,
1990). Referred to as “containers,” “holding
spaces,” or “vessels,” such spaces are conceptu-
alized as social settings separated by physical and
symbolic boundaries from everyday work en-
gagements where “creative transformation can
take place” (Isaacs, 1999).

Spaces, or bounded social settings, have been
shown to play an important role in fostering change
in organizations. In explaining why one hospital
successfully implemented an institutional mandate
around reducing resident hours and another hospital
did not, Kellogg (2009) theorized the importance of
“relational spaces” in enablingpotential reformers to
mobilize, connect, and develop strategies to enact
organizational change. In another study of changing
institutionalized logging practices in the forestry
industry, Zietsma and Lawrence (2010) emphasized
the creation of “experimental spaces.” These spaces
allowed representatives with different goals and
perspectives (timber companies, local residents, and
environmentalists) to try out new ways of working
shielded from institutional pressures. In a study
of routine change made at two hospitals, Bucher
and Langley (2016) found that the existence of
two different types of spaces—reflective and
experimental—enabled hospitals to implement
new complex medical routines. Furnari (2014) theo-
rized the role of “interstitial spaces”—or social settings
where members of different institutional fields come
together to interact—in facilitating the emergence of
new practices. Finally, in a study of a successful
initiative to bring a sustainability focus into a for-
profit enterprise, Howard-Grenville and colleagues
(2011) theorized the importance of liminality in
enabling thedevelopment and incorporation of new
cultural repertoires into the dominant organizational
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culture. Their notion of liminality, a process they la-
bel as “bracketing the everyday,” closely echoes the
concept of spaces in other studies.

Thus, spaces have been identified as important
enablers of a variety of types of change in and across
organizations. Throughout these studies, spaces are
characterized by their separation from team, orga-
nizational, or institutional norms and dominant
modes of working. This separateness comes from
physical, temporal, social, and/or symbolic bound-
aries, and is theorized to reduce the salience of
existing norms and patterns of interaction while
fostering reflection, experimentation, and risk taking
(Bucher & Langley, 2016; Furnari, 2014; Zietsma &
Lawrence, 2010).

However, while spaces have been shown to enable
new dynamics to emerge, understanding why and
how particular dynamics emerge in spaces remains
under-theorized. To highlight this point, Furnari
(2014) argues that, while spaces can support the
emergence of new practices, they cannot, on their
own, explain the emergence of newpractices. Furnari
(2014: 441) wrote:

The very same features of interstitial spaces that fa-
cilitate the initial emergence of new activities and
ideas hinder their constitution into new practices . . .
the inherently transitional nature of interstitial spaces
means that the new activities and ideas that are tried
out in these settings may easily “get lost,” thereby
making difficult their repetition over time and the
formation of the shared meanings that are necessary
for them to be constituted into new practices.

Polletta (1999) makes a similar argument about
the role of spaces in the social movements literature.
She contends that, while scholars have highlighted
the important role of “free spaces” in enabling social
change, “the free space concept simply posits a
‘space’ wherein those dynamics occur, without
specifying how, why, and when certain patterns of
relations produce full-scale mobilization rather than
accommodation or unobtrusive resistance” (Polletta,
1999: 8).

To better understand how the intervention facili-
tated the emergence of the relational dynamics that
we observed, we further draw on the construct of
scripts.

Scripts in Organizational Studies

Borrowing from the field of social cognition,
scholars have used the notion of “scripts” to explain
how people develop a shared understanding around

how to act and behave in organizations.According to
these theorists, scripts are internalized cognitive
schemas that direct individuals as to the appropriate
behavior for specific organizational situations or
contexts (Abelson, 1981; Ashforth & Fried, 1988;
Gioia & Poole, 1984; Lord & Kernan, 1987). Accord-
ing to this work, scripts exist in common interactive
processes such as formal meetings or board pre-
sentations as well as task processes such as pro-
duction or go-to-market routines. Scripts can be
either weak or strong, depending on how much de-
tail is specified in the script (Gioia & Poole, 1984;
Lord & Kernan, 1987). For example, a weak script
might specify expectations of behaviors, and a strong
script would specify both expectations of behavior
andalso the sequenceof events (Gioia&Poole, 1984).

Scripts serve several functions that are relevant to
these data. First, scripts legitimate behaviors within
organizations. The content of scripts aligns with the
expectations of those in power and thus reinforces
norms around acceptable behavior (Ashforth &
Fried, 1988). Scripts also provide a guide of what
behavior is appropriate in a given situation, helping
newcomers to become socialized into an organiza-
tion’s way of doing things (Ashforth & Fried, 1988;
Gioia & Poole, 1984). Finally, scripts conserve cog-
nitive capacity by supporting automatic enactment
of desired behaviors (Ashforth & Fried, 1988).

We find the concept of scripts to be useful for un-
derstanding the microdynamics of change observed
in this study. Not only did the intervention create
spaces for new behaviors to emerge, but it also in-
cluded concrete guidelines for how interactions
should proceed within the spaces of the inter-
vention. These guidelines functioned like a script,
providing parameters around the content and se-
quence of the interactions and reducing the un-
certainty and risk associated with interactions that
were counter-normative for the team.

While we found scripts to be a useful lens for un-
derstanding the change process that we studied,
there are important distinctions between the scripts
provided by the intervention and the notion of
scripts found in the organizational literature. First, in
contrast to the traditional understanding of scripts
that operate in repetitive situations and socialize
people into dominant organizational norms, the
scripts inour studywereused innovel situations and
served as a source of experimentation and change.
Second, whereas scripts in the literature are often
taken-for-granted and understood implicitly by or-
ganizational members, scripts in our study were ex-
plicit, communicated as instructions throughout the
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intervention. Third, while organizational scripts
center around task-based routines, such as annual
review processes or manufacturing workflows, the
scripts in our study focused exclusively on guiding
interactions. As a result, we distinguish the scripts in
our intervention from the notion of scripts in the
existing organizational literature by referring to them
as “interaction scripts.”1

RESEARCH SETTING

We studied a technology consulting team that
worked in the health care industry within the tech-
nology consulting arm of TaxCo (a pseudonym), a
large professional services firm employing over
100,000 people. This distributed global team was
responsible for building the data warehousing and
reporting functions for a client headquartered in the
Northeastern United States.

The team itself consisted of six people in the
United States and eight people in India. One
U.S. teammember was based at the client site for the
duration of the project. Another U.S. team member
was based in California and rarely traveled to the
client site. The remaining four U.S. team members
worked remotely from three different cities in the
Northeast and traveled every two to three weeks to
the client site. The eight members in India were
based in four different offices throughout India. Four
Indian team members were based in Bangalore, two
were based in Delhi, one in Mumbai, and one in
Hyderabad.

In addition to the senior partner, the team in the
United States also included a partner, a senior
manager (who was the overall project lead), and
three managers. The team in India comprised one
senior manager, one manager, and six engineers.
As is evident from the team organizational chart
(Figure 1), a clear hierarchical divide existed be-
tween the team members in the United States and
those in India. The Indian teammembers, aside from
the senior manager, were more junior and re-
sponsible for most of the coding and testing work.

The U.S. team members were predominantly man-
agers, responsible for client communication, project
management, technical design, and oversight.

The senior partner overseeing the team vol-
unteered the team to participate in an intervention
to improve team effectiveness. For two weeks
prior to the intervention, we conducted on-site in-
terviews in the United States and India to understand
the issues facing the team. The initial focus of the
interventionwas to targetwork–life challenges on the
team, and it quickly became clear during the first two
weeks of fieldwork that “work–life challenges”meant
very different things for the U.S. team members than
it did for the Indian team members. The U.S. team
members questioned the commitment and work
ethic of their Indian colleagues, and they feared that,
if they were not available to help, their Indian col-
leagues would sit idle. As a result, the U.S. team
members felt overwhelmed by the volume ofwork and
responsibility to always be available. In contrast, the
Indian team members’ discontent stemmed from
feeling unappreciated and underutilized. They com-
plained that their U.S. managers gave them only low-
level work, did not provide adequate client exposure,
and generally treated themasdoers rather than thought
partners. Thus, U.S. team members felt that their
work–life challenges stemmed fromnever being able to
disconnect fromwork,while Indian teammembers felt
that theirworkwasn’t satisfyingand thisdissatisfaction
translated as a “work–life challenge”.

In response to these insights, the interventionwas
established. The intervention aimed to help team
members work more effectively together so that
they could share work in new ways. The hope was
that, if the Indian team members could share more
of the workload, the U.S. members would not be so
overwhelmed and the Indian members would feel
more satisfied in their work. The intervention con-
sisted of two components: “collaborative work
time” (“CWT”) calls and weekly “pulse check”
meetings.

CWT

The first component of the intervention involved
weekly one-on-one calls between junior and senior
team members. These calls were structured to help
the team members get to know each other better as
humans and colleagues, with the hopes of sparking
new forms of collaboration. Team members were
instructed to spend the first 15 minutes of their one-
hour call getting to know each other personally. The
remaining 45 minutes of the call were to be spent

1 We also distinguish our notion of script from the
Goffmanian notion of script. For Goffman and others,
scripts are the recurrent activities and patterns of action
characteristic of a given setting that provide the basis by
which individuals reproduce the institutional and in-
teractional order (Barley & Tolbert, 1997; Goffman, 1983).
Unlike Goffman’s concept of scripts, which are preexist-
ing, implicit, and taken for granted, interactions scripts
are novel, explicit, and not encoded cognitively.
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collaborating on a “non-routine task.” The task was
framed as work that built skills or knowledge, giving
the Indian team members exposure to more in-
tellectually stimulating work and giving the U.S. team
membersmore knowledgeable, better-engaged thought
partners. Most weeks, the six junior teammembers, all
in India, were expected to choose managers they wan-
ted to speak with and initiate scheduling the call.

Pulse Checks

The second aspect of the intervention asked the
entire team (i.e., all 13members) to hold aweekly, 90-
minute, mandatory team meeting. The goal of these
meetings, called “pulse checks,” was to create an
opportunity for the entire team to engage in mean-
ingful discussions about work challenges. To facili-
tate these conversations, teammemberswere asked to
respond toa set of fourquestionswhile in themeeting:

“How are you feeling?”

“How valuable is the work you are doing?”

“How satisfied are you with your learning?”

“Is your operating model sustainable?”

Facilitators provided four response options in the
form of cartoon faces that ranged from smiling to
crying. When given a prompt by the facilitator, each
team member would take turns responding to the
four questions in a round-robin format. They would
identify which face represented their feelings around
each question and provide an explanation for why

theyhad chosen that face. After eachpersonprovided
their ratings and explanations, others were asked to
comment. Throughout the pulse check meeting, the
discussion would evolve organically as team mem-
bers surfaced other issues and teammates tried to
address issues that were raised.

Both the CWT calls and pulse checks operated as
spaces, in that they were bounded social settings
temporally and symbolically separated from the
everyday work of the team (Bucher & Langley,
2016; Howard-Grenville et al., 2011; Kellogg, 2009;
Zietsma & Lawrence, 2010). In conjunction, both
the CWT calls and pulse check meetings contained
interaction scripts. We define interaction scripts
as guidelines for interaction that include content
parameters such as topics for discussion, conver-
sation prompts, direct questions to respond to, and
response options, and participation rules such
as who speaks, for how long, and in what order.

Facilitation

The four facilitators—the third author and three
other individuals—took a role that bridged research
and practice, taking extensive field notes regarding
the team’s interactions and conducting interviews,
while also helping implement the intervention. The
third author both collected data and acted as over-
seer of the facilitation team. In the three early pulse
checks, one of the facilitators led the team through
the pulse check questions. In weeks 4 through 6
and in week 8, team members themselves led these

FIGURE 1
Team Structure

IndiaUnited States

Partner

Sr. Manager (Project Lead)

Manager Manager Manager

Sr. Manager

Manager

4 Engineers2 Engineers

Sr. Partner*

*Not involved in day-to-day operations of the team.
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discussions and facilitators were present to observe
the conversation. After the first week, one facilitator
was based in India, spending aweek at a time at each
of the four different locations where the Indian team
members worked. The other three facilitators spent
time on site at the U.S. location, with at least one of
them on site each time the U.S. team collocated
(every two to three weeks).

METHODS

Data Collection

The facilitation team served as the data collection
team, gathering qualitative data over the course of 12
weeks (two weeks prior to the intervention plus the
10-week intervention). All members of the facilita-
tion team were trained in ethnographic data collec-
tion by the third author,who also oversaw all aspects
of data collection. Short interviews (generally lasting
15–30 minutes) were conducted each week with
mostmembers of the teamandwere scheduled based
on team member availability. Interviews were semi-
structured and included questions such as “How are
you feeling about your work?” and “What was your
experience this week with the intervention, both in
the one-on-oneCWTcalls and in thepreviousweek’s
pulse check?” In addition, individual interviews
were conducted at the end of the intervention with
each team member (lasting 30 to 60 minutes) to cap-
ture eachperson’s reflections onhis or her experience
with the intervention. In total, 127 interviews were
conducted during the 12 weeks of the study. Weekly
interviewswere not tapedbut fieldnoteswerewritten
up immediately following each interview. The in-
terviews at the end of the intervention were captured
via detailed notes taken by facilitators.

In addition, facilitators observed the following
meetings: an initial team meeting in which facilita-
tors discussed the issues that the teamwas facing, 10
pulse checkmeetings, two small-group CWT calls in
week 7 of the intervention (described in more detail
below), and occasional work meetings that were not
directly related to the intervention (e.g., sprint ret-
rospective meetings). In total, 15 meetings were ob-
served during the course of the study. All pulse
check meetings were transcribed by facilitators
while the occasional work meetings that were ob-
served were captured via detailed field notes.

Finally, email communications betweenmembers
of the facilitation team and between facilitators and
team members were saved as archival data. Emails
included those sent throughout the intervention as

well as discussions between members of the facili-
tation team about how the intervention was going.

Data Analysis

The facilitation team came into the research proj-
ect with an interest in work–life challenges. How-
ever, the ways in which people’s lives outside of
work were or were not affected by the intervention
werenot salient in thesedata. Instead,whatwasmost
striking about the intervention was a shift in how
teammates interacted. As a result, the facilitation
team, led by the third author, focused its analysis
on communication patterns and interpersonal
dynamics within the team. They wrote two different
forms of descriptive memos in the initial phase of
analysis—detailed empirical descriptions of each
team meeting and CWT call, and an annotated
timeline of the entire team with reflections on what
happened on a week-by-week basis with key mile-
stones and empirical description woven into the
team overview.

At this stage, the first and second author (neither of
whom participated in the facilitation or data collec-
tion) were brought onto the project to bring an in-
dependent perspective to data analysis and mitigate
insider bias. Using the techniques of grounded the-
ory building (Charmaz, 2006; Strauss & Corbin,
1998), the first author conducted independent iter-
ative textual analysis and open coding of the primary
data—the interview notes, meeting transcripts, and
archival data—as well as a review of the descriptive
memos producedby the facilitation team.The goal of
this exercise was to reexamine the data with a fresh
perspective in order to understand the nature of the
changes in the team’s interpersonal dynamics and
how these changes emerged.

Basedon this analysis, the first authorwrote a series
of analyticmemosandshared themwith theother two
authors. The first series of memos revisited the pri-
mary data, in order to explore the nature of the
changes that occurred within the team. The data that
had been coded as “team changes” were reanalyzed
and dimensionalized into subthemes such as “getting
to know each other as people” and “more open dis-
cussion of work issues.” Together, the three authors
then went back to the literature to contextualize the
changes observed in the data and iteratively honed in
on the notion of positive relational dynamics as a
general category for capturing the changes observed.

The second set of memos focused on understand-
ing how the changes in relational dynamics emerged
through the course of the intervention. Categories
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such as “structured conversational guidance” and
subthemes such as “asking for more specific help”
emerged through theopencodingexercise. Fromthis
process, it became clear that the guidelines for in-
teraction that had been introduced in both the CWT
calls and pulse check meetings played a key role
in changing team dynamics. These memos also in-
terrogated the nature of the guidelines provided by
the intervention. Through this analysis, and con-
versation between all three authors, the distinction
between “content parameters” and “participation
rules” emerged. This distinction, in parallel with
reviewing literature on organizational change and
organizational scripts,helpedushone inonspacesand
interaction scripts as key constructs for understanding
how positive relational dynamics emerged throughout
the intervention.

These insights became the cornerstone of the next
stage of our analysis in which we reanalyzed every
CWT call and pulse check meeting through the lens
of spaces and interaction scripts. This analysis, in
conjunctionwith examining the literature on spaces,
provided insight into the key mechanisms by which
interaction scripts and spaces facilitated the enact-
ment of counter-normative ways of speaking and
acting and led to the emergence of positive relational
dynamics.

In the final stage of analysis, we sought to link the
emergence of positive relational dynamics in the
early weeks of the intervention with the overall
changes that we observed by the end of the in-
tervention. Going back to earlier memos and the
primary data as necessary, we induced aspects of the
change process as a whole—such as the positive re-
sponse of other teammembers, the increased energy
and engagement of the team members, and the ad-
aptation of scripts—that were key to understanding
how the initialmomentumof change grew over time.
These insights led directly to the development of our
theoretical model and the notion of a feedback cycle
embedded within it.

FINDINGS

As the data below suggest, when facilitators first
met the team, relational dynamics were character-
ized by a lack of respect, openness, and connected-
ness. The lack of respect on the team manifested as
distrust and negative assessments of one another.
U.S. team members described their Indian counter-
parts as “lazy” and “unaccountable.” One U.S.
manager, who was from India originally, described
the lack of respect that the Indian team members

experienced from other U.S. team members with
even more poignant language: “The Indian team are
humans, not robots. And it is important for the
U.S. team members to understand that. [The Indian
team members] are not treated as people.”

The lack of openness on the team was evident in
communication patterns that hewed to strict hierar-
chical speaking rules and a general sense that
U.S. members spoke and gave directions while In-
dian teammembers received direction and executed
tasks. The project lead, who was based in the U.S.,
remarked that theU.S.members had not engaged the
Indian members beyond requesting concrete tasks:
“We have pushed [the Indian team members] into a
box and they are living very comfortably in it.” An
Indian engineer described a “parent–child”dynamic
between theU.S. and Indian teammembers inwhich
the U.S. members would funnel only the barest of
needed information to the Indian members. Another
Indian engineer said, “[The intervention] will give a
lot more perspective to them and to us. Right now,
there is a disconnect.”

A lack of connectedness characterized both the
relationships across the India–United States divide
and relationships within the local teams. Team
members engaged in minimal interaction beyond
what was necessary for completing the work. The
U.S. team members met on-site at the client’s head-
quarters once every two or three weeks. Even during
the limited time they were together, they made little
effort to interact socially. They did not go out to
lunch or make small talk in the conference room
where they were “camped” out. The Indian team
membershad similar practices.At theBangalore site,
four teammembers were based in the same building
but sat ondifferent floors and rarely interacted face to
face. They would even call into team meetings from
their individual desks. One of the engineers in Ban-
galore said, “We don’t have lunch together . . . It is
simply a work relationship.” Such a dynamic was
not unusual at TaxCo. Reflecting on the social norms
governing teams at TaxCo, an Indian engineer said of
the team, “We don’t talk about the personal things,
things to get to know each other. In the onshore/
offshore model, we just talk about the work.”

In the two weeks of engagement and planning
prior to the introduction of the formal intervention,
the facilitators observed firsthand some of the dy-
namics on the team. Though everyone in the team
was encouraged to speak up to provide input on the
goals of the intervention, U.S. team members domi-
nated the conversations. Indian teammembers were
willing todiscuss issues theywere facing in their jobs
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when speaking one on one with facilitators, but,
when the team met together, they would remain si-
lent, not bringing these issues to the attention of the
team. When speaking with facilitators, Indian team
members would often express curiosity about the
U.S. team members and their personalities. In con-
trast, U.S. teammembers expressed no interest in the
Indian team members as individuals. Instead, U.S.
members were focused on how much work their
counterparts were doing and questioned how they
spent their time.

Early Weeks of the Intervention: Trying on New
Ways of Interacting

In the section below, we describe how, in the early
weeks of the intervention, the spaces and interaction
scripts of the intervention set the stage for the team to
interact in newways. Teammembersmade tentative
steps toward getting to know each other personally
andairingwork challenges.However, teammembers
were often uncomfortable as they enacted the in-
teraction scripts. Therewas a sense of people “trying
on” new forms of interaction in the face of perceived
social risk.

Trying on new ways of interacting in the CWT
calls: Sharing personally. As described above,
CWTcalls comprised both a space and an interaction
script. As dedicated timeswhen teammemberswere
to interact in counter-normativeways, the CWTcalls
operated as spaces that were separated temporally
and symbolically from everyday norms and patterns
of interaction. The CWT calls also contained guide-
lines for interaction with content parameters—the
injunction to get to know each other personally and
collaborate on work—and participation rules—the
specification that a junior and senior team member
were to spend 15 minutes talking about personal
topics and 45 minutes on a collaborative task. To-
gether, the content parameters and participation
rules formed an interaction script that enhanced the
symbolic separation of the 60-minute spaces of the
CWT calls and provided direction to team members
on how to engage within these spaces.

When the concept of the CWT calls was in-
troduced, teammemberswere both excited about the
prospect of having personal conversationswith each
other and nervous about what such interactions
might be like. As soon as the intervention was de-
scribed, several members expressed a concern that
the instructions to “get to know each other person-
ally” were too vague and asked for additional sup-
port on how to have these conversations with each

other. For example, in the first pulse check, a U.S.
manager remarked about the prospect of having the
CWT calls

I know we have been talking about the collaborative
time, but do we have any parameters or guidance on
the type of [personal] conversations we should be
having? . . . I know we are career oriented and career
driven, but I think it’s equally important to invest in
[the personal component].

Another U.S. manager said, “I think in the beginning
it would be good to have guidance on the personal
conversations.”An Indian engineer agreed with this
request, saying that “The [Indian team] is not used to
this.”

As a result of the expressed discomfort, the facili-
tators sent outweekly emails in the first fiveweeks of
the interventionwith suggested topics, in the form of
explicit conversation prompts, that people could use
to jumpstart thepersonal portionof theCWTcall. For
example, in the second week of the intervention, the
facilitators sent out the following list in an email to
the entire team:

In case you would like something to guide the 15
minutes of relationship building, I have included a
few questions to get you started:

• Is there a story behind your name? Does your name
mean something?

•Howmany siblings do you have? Are you the oldest,
middle, youngest, or only child? Who are you clos-
est to in your family?

• What is one thing about you that people would be
surprised to learn?

•What is the best piece of career advice you have ever
received?

In each following week, a different set of prompts
were sent out by the facilitators. In week 4, the fol-
lowing email was sent:

Hi all,

As you schedule your Collaborative Work Time for
the week, here are some questions for getting to know
your collaboration partner:

•Wheredidyougrowup?Doyoustill live close to that
place?

• What did you study in university?

• How did you get into technology consulting?

Looking forward to hearing how this week’s conver-
sations go.
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The request for more guidance on how to have per-
sonal conversations reveals just how counter-
normative these new interactions were and how
the specificity of the guidelines for interaction sup-
ported the enactment of these new behaviors.

The injunction to get to know each other person-
ally had its desired effect: after engaging inCWTcalls
for just a few weeks, people reported that they were
getting to know each other better as people, not just
as coworkers. In order to allow for the emergence of a
new interpersonal dynamic, the facilitators did not
ask to listen in to these one-on-one calls. However,
the energy and excitement that came from these
personal interactions was palpable. For example,
after her call in week 4 with the U.S. project lead, an
Indian engineer commented to one of the facilitators,
“Do you see the smile on my face?” The facilitator
described in her notes:

[The Indian engineer] said it was a great call, that they
had had a really wonderful conversation about where
they are from, their career paths, their families, Ban-
galore . . . they talked a bit about the current project,
but it wasmostly a chance to get to know one another.
[The engineer] was very, very happy about the call.

Similar positive sentiments were expressed across
the team. A U.S. manager said, “[The Indian engi-
neer] and I had a really good session. It was the first
time we really got to know each other.” After
speakingwith the Indianmanager inweek 3, another
U.S. manager reflected how important it was to get
to know his counterpart and to learn that his wife
would be having a baby soon (which he had no idea
of until this call). Another Indian engineer had a
conversationwith aU.S.manager inweek 3 inwhich
they went beyond the original directive and chose to
spend the entire call getting to know each other.
Reflecting on the call, this engineer said with sur-
prise, “It’s easy and comfortable to talk about things
with [the US manager] . . . The personal connection
with people makes it easier to talk about things re-
lated towork.”TheU.S.manager described the same
conversation as oriented around “how the team is
going, our families, where we are from,” and re-
flected how “the conversation was more open in
work and personal discussions.”

While the CWT calls’ interaction scripts provided
guidance to teammembers on how to interact within
the spaces of the calls, the scripts still allowed for
unspecified interactions to emerge. For example, the
conversations in CWT calls in the early weeks also
included discussion of people’s desires for growth
and professional development. In week 3, one of the

engineers in India reported having a “great conver-
sation”with a U.S. manager in which he shared that
he was interested in doing more technical work be-
sides documentation and themanager suggested that
the engineer could help her with datamodeling. The
U.S. manager reflected on the same conversation:
“Itwas the first timewe really got to knoweachother.
I learned about his background and the technical
exposure he wants to get.” These conversations
about professional growth were perceived as valu-
able by Indian and U.S. teammembers. The fact that
they emerged organically reveals that scripts guided
conversations without fully specifying what was
said, leaving open the possibility for unspecified
interactions to emerge that supported positive re-
lational dynamics.

Thus, in the first few weeks, the spaces and in-
teraction scripts of the CWT calls guided team
members in engaging in new forms of interaction
centered around personal sharing. Notably, the per-
sonal sharing in the CWT calls was reciprocal, as
both junior and senior members of the team were
sharing with each other.

Trying on new ways of interacting in the pulse
checks: Sharing work challenges. Like the CWT
calls, thepulse checks comprisedboth a spaceandan
interaction script. The dedicated time set aside for
each week’s pulse check, as well as the presence of
external facilitators, signaled to team members that
what was to occur in the pulse check was separate
fromeveryday routine interactions. Interaction scripts
further enhanced the symbolic separation of the
90-minute spaces and guided the substance of the
conversation within them. Four specific question-
and-answer prompts (or content parameters) were
provided to foster sharing and encourage the dis-
cussion ofwork challenges. The participation rules—
the round-robin format—aimed to develop a more
balanced and egalitarian speaking dynamic. Notably,
both the content and the format of these interactions
were non-normative for this team.

In the early pulse checks, we observed both junior
and senior members of the team responding to the
pulse check questions by sharing their difficulties
and work challenges. Given the “chin up,” positive
attitude often projected by theU.S.managers prior to
the intervention, the presence of negative responses
to the questionswas noteworthy. An Indian engineer
who was new to both TaxCo and the project was
completely overwhelmed in trying to come up to
speed. The team, however, had no idea about her
struggles.When itwasher turn to speakup in the first
pulse check, she appeared visibly emotional to those
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in the room with her and responded to the pulse
check question about the team’s operational sus-
tainability by saying, “‘Learning’: there is so much
learning, I am probably stretching to my limit, I
probably can’t do this forever—I can’t sustain this
pressure for very long.” Such openness immediately
humanized the engineer and affected others on the
team. A U.S. manager turned to the facilitator sitting
next to him with clear concern in his eyes and said,
“She sounds like she is going to cry. I need to talk
to her.”

The team’s response to this disclosure was as no-
table as the disclosure itself. A U.S. manager imme-
diately suggested that the team help take some of the
deliverables off the Indian engineer’s platewhile she
comes up to speed on the technologies. Later in the
pulse checkmeeting, the U.S. project lead said of the
new Indian engineer’s struggles:

We need to make the expectations clear. Give her
some time not only to understand the project, but the
technology and the role. Give her some time to get
familiar—assign taskswaryof the fact she is not on the
same level.

After the pulse check, several team members took it
upon themselves to reach out to this engineer in or-
der to help.AU.S.manager called her to discuss how
to prioritize her time. These efforts made a real dif-
ference; the following week, the Indian engineer
expressed that she was doing much better and that
her manager was giving her more manageable tasks:
“He is honest with me and tells me what he’s giving
me threedays todowould takehimoneday . . . Iwork
at ease, I feel no pressure, I understand what I am
doing.”

Another Indian engineer, who had worked at
TaxCo for a few years but was new to this project
team, was also struggling because the work on this
teamdidnot alignwithhis expertise. Inhis first pulse
check, he said, “‘How valuable is my work?’
‘Frowning’ to ‘crying.’ I’m not aligned with what I
need.”At the endof themeeting, theU.S. project lead
tried to allay some of his concerns:

[Directed to the Indian engineer:] You come from a
different technical practice. You are moving away
from your technology from the past and concerned
about growth. The reason we brought you here is you
came highly recommended in Oracle—we are very,
very appreciative—a lot of it you can take it back to
Oracle practice. Some of the concepts work here—it
should be a win/win. We’ll try to assign you work
that helps. In my opinion, it shouldn’t be a complete
shift.

In the second pulse check, a different Indian en-
gineer answered the pulse check questions with
striking honesty. She described the frustrations that
arose from sitting idle while waiting for code to be
delivered for her to test. This lack of a smooth work
stream created a great unevenness in her workload:

“How am I feeling?”: Between “accepting” and
“frowning.” This week is okay . . . the way Agile is,
my work will not be easily distributed over three
weeks. . . . “How satisfied am I with learning?”: Be-
tween “accepting” and “frowning.” I’m learning from
a testing point of view [but not in other ways]. It’s
not working very well for me right now. “Operating
model”: “Accepting” to “frowning.” [Two other In-
dian engineers] both have their own set of responsi-
bilities. I don’t have a backupperson or a plan in place
right now. I’m trying to bring them up to speed on
the testing process, but they have their own set of
responsibilities as well. It will take some time.

Beyond eliciting honest negative feelings about
how the work was going, which would have been
taboo prior to the intervention, the pulse check
meetings became a space where team members,
particularly managers, heard about issues facing in-
dividual teammembers and the teamas awhole. The
degree to which managers responded to these sur-
faced issues in anempathetic andproductive fashion
was notable. For example, after this engineer spoke
up about her uneven workload, the U.S. project lead
immediately began to address her concerns:

We’ll try to be creative for thenext sprint and look into
the even distribution part. [The two other Indian en-
gineers] are new to this process, talk to [the Indian
manager], see if he canhelpyouonanyof your asks, or
any of the developers here in the United States.

Thus, the pulse checks provided a forumwhere team
members began to share feelings and raise issues
about how work was going. Furthermore, the pulse
checks encouraged team members, particularly se-
nior members, to listen empathetically and respond
in productive ways.

Indian team members were not the only ones to
share their work challenges. The degree to which
senior U.S. teammembers also shared their struggles
in response to the pulse check questions was strik-
ing. In week 1, the U.S. project lead responded to the
question about his satisfaction with his learning by
saying:

[I am between] “accepting” and “frowning.” The na-
ture of our work is so much driven by the deadlines,
we don’t get to focus on important things. We are
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driven by the urgency factor. I need to invest in my-
self . . . but that doesn’t happen for various reasons.

In the sameweek, theU.S. partner on theproject said:

“How am I feeling?” I think I’m somewhere between
“accepting” and the “frown” . . . I got a call from a
partner on the West Coast regarding an oral pre-
sentation Thursday morning—I’m not too sure what
I’m leading . . . I had to clear everything on my calen-
dar yesterday, have client conversations about it, and
put together a “response” to a client I’ve never met
before, a solution I have no experience with.

Such insight into the daily lives and challenges faced
by senior managers and partners on this project was
new for the rest of the team and humanized those in
power.

Hence, even in the early weeks, the spaces and
interaction scripts of the CWTcalls and pulse checks
enabled the team to engage in new, counter-
normative forms of interpersonal sharing. Through
this sharing, teammembers began to see one another
as humans with lives outside of work who were also
experiencing real challenges at work. The same In-
dian team members who just weeks earlier were
described as being treated as “non-human” and
“robots”were not only sharing about their lives and
their experience on the project, they were also being
heard. As the U.S. project lead said after the first
pulse check:

Some of the feedback I heard is really eye opening;
folks are overwhelmed with the volume of work and
new things coming. Agile and [the intervention]
should help them. It’s nice to get the personal aspect
from everyone. Hopefully, on the next pulse check,
there will be more “smiley” faces. I really appreciate
what the intervention is trying to do. It will really
help.

This quote suggests that the team leaders quickly
developed a positive perspective of the communi-
cation and disclosures elicited by the intervention, a
perspective that encouraged additional sharing and
provided participants with the experience of feeling
heard.

These insights and disclosures, along with the
positive response to them, began to shift the re-
lational dynamics on the team.One indication of this
shift was that, in week 4, the four team members
based in Bangalore, who had previously sat on
different floors of the same office building, in-
tentionally moved their workspaces to be together.
Attributing the change to the growing sense of con-
nectedness sparked by the intervention, they chose

to cram together into two cubicles despite this being
anunusual practice for teams at TaxCo.Theywere so
proud of the change that they sent a picture of
themselves sitting side by side in the two cubicles to
the facilitators. The subteam benefited from coloca-
tion both in terms of work efficiency—“It’s faster
when we’re working in the same space”—and in
terms of feeling more connected to one another. In
his week 4 pulse check, one Indian engineer from
Bangalore responded, “‘My learning’: ‘smiling,’
coming to office regularly and sitting with the
team—I’m getting to know everyone and nothing
went wrong [this week].”

Despite the emergence of respect, openness, and
connectedness in the earlyweeksof the intervention,
change did not happen immediately. Indian team
members still remainedmostly silent outside of their
pulse check check-ins. Inworking teammeetings not
directly related to the intervention, Indian members
rarely spoke up except when called upon. In week 3,
a U.S. manager remarked that it took “a lot of en-
couragement from [another U.S. manager]” to get
Indian members to talk in the meetings. Also, Indian
team members continued to share some work diffi-
culties in private conversations with facilitators but
did not bring them up in the pulse checks. For in-
stance, a facilitator wrote in her notes in week 2:

[The Indian manager] has mentioned that it can be
challenging to manage the Indian team members and
a full task load. Didn’t hear anything about that on the
[pulse check] call. And [an Indian engineer] has told
menumerous timeshowhedoesn’t feel likehe’susing
much of his brain in his work, and yet he gave an
“accepting” face for “How satisfied are you with your
learning?”

Getting to know each other personally and sharing
work struggles across geographic and hierarchical
divides challenged team norms. Weeks into the
intervention, team members struggled to engage
openly across these boundaries, indicating the dif-
ficulty of changing the team’s relational dynamics.
However, as we describe below, the energy and ex-
citement generated by the interactions in the early
weeks in the intervention supported deeper enact-
ment of the scripts in the latter weeks and fueled a
cycle of increasing positive relational dynamics.

Latter Weeks of the Intervention: Deeper
Enactment and Adaptation of Interaction Scripts

In this section, we describe how team members
continued to enact the interaction scripts in the
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spaces of the intervention but with increasing hon-
esty, openness, and playfulness. They also began to
take ownership of the process, “working” the spaces
of the intervention by experimenting and adapting
the interaction scripts. We view these adaptations as
important in the life of the change process, as they
represented a new level of engagement in the in-
tervention and led to further emergence of positive
relational dynamics.

Deeper personal sharing. In the intervention’s
fourth week, an Indian manager suggested to a fa-
cilitator that, in order to foster more engagement
from the team, the team should experiment with ro-
tating facilitation of the pulse check between team
members.He thennominated aparticularly outgoing
Indian engineer for the job. The facilitators and the
project lead agreed to this idea, and the nominated
engineer not only agreed to lead the next pulse
check, but also asked if he could add to the script—
asking everybody to tell a funny or embarrassing
story, in addition to the four standard pulse check
questions.

Notably, the Indian engineer’s suggestion came
out of the growing connectedness he had been ex-
periencing since he and the other team members in
Bangalore started sitting together. In describing his
motivation, he said the team in Bangalore had been
able to joke around a bit that week since they had all
been together, and suggested, “This team is too for-
mal. If the whole project team were in a team room
together, maybe things would be more casual, more
fun.”Thismotivation is revealing onmultiple levels.
First, it points to the fact that the greater connected-
ness from the first weeks of the intervention inspired
teammembers to becomemoreengagedand invested
in the change process. Second, it suggests that some
teammembers began to view the scripts as resources
they could use and adapt to further promote positive
change in the team’s relational dynamics.

The funny or embarrassing story script prompted
new levels of personal sharing within the team. In-
dividuals shared humorous stories about their chil-
dren, dogs, and friends. An Indian engineer started
things off with a story about having terrible hand-
writing. It didn’t get a big laugh, but the facilitator
bantered with her about his own bad handwriting. A
U.S. engineer shared how her one-year-old daughter
added a lot of curiosity to her life. An Indian engineer
told a story about a group of friends who ended up
eating a very small piece of cake together after
expecting it to feed all of them. The energy picked up
when a U.S. manager shared a story of his young
daughter, who was going to be the flower girl in his

cousin’s wedding that weekend. Everyone laughed
as he described having his “hyperactive” daughter
practice walking down the aisle, tossing plastic
Easter eggs instead of flower petals. The senior
manager in India talked about her four-year-old son
who liked to pet the dog next door. After she told him
that hemustwash his hands after petting the dog, her
son decided from then on to keep his hands high
above his head around the dog, allowing the dog to
lick his entire face and body instead. “That’s how he
tries to get out of handwashing!” she exclaimed. The
Indian engineer who was facilitating added, “Have
him take a bath!” At that point, the entire team was
laughing. The same engineer then told a story from
his youth about putting a firecracker in a neighbor’s
mailbox and the trouble that he got into as a result.

People were laughing at the stories and engaging
with one another with an energy not observed in
previous pulse checks. At one point, a U.S. manager
asked an Indian team member how her back was
doing, as she had been dealing with back pain. At
another point, an engineer based in Delhimentioned
that it was nice having another Indian engineer who
was also based in Delhi to sit next to. The engineer to
whom the comment referred responded, “Oh, that’s
sweet.” The U.S. partner gave the Indian engineer
whowas facilitating ahard time about his story about
dropping a firecracker in a mailbox. There was a
palpable energy in the room from the personal
sharing and the responses to one another’s sharing.
Communication and interaction was occurring in
new ways across United States–India lines and
around the personal details of each other’s lives.
Team members commented on the pulse check af-
terward, reflecting to facilitators that they enjoyed
having “more interactive” time together, that it was
good to have an “informal” piece to the check-in so
that people “start opening up,” and that it was just
plain fun.

Buoyed by the success and energy of this pulse
check, members of the project team chose to con-
tinue to facilitate the pulse checks for the next two
weeks. Theypassed thebatonbetween teammates on
the India side, and each new facilitator brought their
own addition to the pulse check. Inweek 5, an Indian
engineer asked each team member to pick the team
member with whom he/she would trade places with
for a week and why. In week 6, another Indian en-
gineer had the team play the parlor game “two truths
and a lie.”

Notably, the adapted pulse check script in week 5
did not lead to the same level of energetic and light-
hearted communication across hierarchical lines
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that emerged in the week 4 andweek 6 pulse checks.
In response to the question of which team member
theywouldwant to trade places with for a day, every
team member chose a U.S. team member. While the
interaction was not perceived or experienced as
overtly negative, it exposed the power and status
divides that persisted within the team. As the facil-
itator wrote in her field notes that week, “The team
was not dynamically engaged, even with the per-
sonal question. Everyone wanted to be a [U.S. team
member] . . . Not a soul wanted to be someone in In-
dia.” These interactions also revealed that not all
adaptations of the interaction scripts over the 10
weeks of the intervention had the same positive ef-
fect on the team’s relational dynamics, variation that
we explore later in this paper.

In weeks 6 and 7, the team further experimented
with the interaction scripts in ways that deepened
personal sharing. While reflecting with the facilita-
tors on how the intervention was going, two Indian
engineers mused over the right group size to foster
more open and connected interactions. According to
the facilitator’s field notes:

This was my last week in Bangalore, and as [two In-
dian engineers] were reflecting on [the intervention],
they had the idea of having a small-group pulse
check—they thought it would be more intimate and
give people a better chance to know each other and
really talk about the issues they were facing—it was
too difficult to really get into any meaningful con-
versation on the large pulse checks.

The very fact that this was a topic of reflection is
noteworthy, given the initial dynamics on this team.
These team members came up with the idea of a
“small-group CWT call,” and successfully pitched
their idea to the facilitators. In the following week,
the team put this idea into practice.

The small-group CWT calls were initiated in week
7, replacing the one-on-one CWT calls. Facilitators
split the team into two groups with a mix of U.S. and
Indian members in each group. Two Indian engi-
neers, with feedback from other members of the
team, developed the interaction script for the calls.
One of the two Indian engineers sent the following
email to his small group:

Hi All,

Below is the agenda of the meeting.

The CWT will run for one hour. The conversation
[will] consist of two elements:

1. Relationship building (15 minutes)

The group will spend 10 minutes talking about per-
sonal interests. Get started by sharing about a fun
weekend adventure you have recently had.

2. Share on individual strengths and areas for growth
(45 minutes)

One team member will share about the skills and
strengths he or she brings to the table and the areas he
or she isworking to develop. The other teammembers
will have a chance to react, respond, and share their
own impressions. The group will do this with each
person on the call. The goal of this exercise is to be
more aware of each team member’s abilities so that,
as issues arise in the work, there will be greater un-
derstanding of who is best equipped to respond
to what issues and who can stretch in their develop-
ment areas.

As this email indicates, the small-group CWT calls
constituted spaces, in that they were temporally,
socially, and symbolically separated fromdailywork
interactions. In addition, they contained the ele-
ments of an interaction script: content parameters
(getting to know each other better by sharing a recent
fun weekend adventure and sharing strengths and
weaknesses) and participation rules (half of the team
members in a small group, 15 minutes of individual
personal sharing followed by 45 minutes of sharing
on strengths and weaknesses, and each individual
shareswhile others respond). In essence,members of
the team adapted the boundaries of the space and
modified the interaction scripts of the weekly CWT
calls in a manner that continued to foster respect,
openness, and connectedness.

The small-group CWT adaptation led to deeper
personal sharing than we observed in the early
weeks. For example, in one of the small-group
CWT calls, everyone was asked what as children
they had wanted to be when they grew up. When a
U.S. manager said he wanted to be the Pope, an In-
dian engineer responded by asking the U.S. manager
whether he was still religious. The U.S. manager
took a deep breath, clearly uncertain about how
much to share, and after hesitating said:

Yeah, I mean . . . it’s always an interesting question.
My religious denomination is Roman Catholic, but
there’s always the question of “do you agree with the
church?” And I don’t agree with the church in all
things, but I think at the endof theday religion tome is
being spiritual, a set of guiding principles andmorals,
a way to develop as a person. Church for me is
something we do as a family, it’s a good time to spend
together and grow in our spirituality.
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This type of disclosure about religious beliefs rep-
resented a substantial deepening in the intimacy of
the personal sharing in the team. In experimenting
with how to foster deeper personal engagement by
changing the number of people on the calls and
expanding the time spent discussing personal and
professional goals, the team moved beyond being
passive recipients of the intervention to become de-
signers of their own change process.

Deeper sharing of work challenges. In the latter
weeks of the intervention, the team also adapted the
scripts in the pulse checks with the aim of inspiring
deeper sharing of work challenges. In pulse check
responses throughout the early and middle weeks of
the intervention, team members frequently brought
up the challenge of feeling crunched for time and
not having enough hours to complete work. In fact,
multiple team members raised challenges around
hours worked in their responses to the pulse check
questions in weeks 3 through 7. After hearing re-
peated frustration about this issue of hours, the
facilitators tried to initiate a discussion about hours
in the week 5, 6, and 7 pulse checks. While these
attempts generated some discussion, the conversa-
tions yielded little concrete resolution. The lack of
resolution was due, in part, to the limited time
remaining after the round-robin responses to the
pulse check questions. At the end of the week 7
pulse check, the team finally addressed the issue
head on. A U.S. manager expressed his desire for
the team todive deeper into the underlying problem
with hours:

I just wanted to put out one point that everyone is
coming up with time, but it’s really great to know
that—why they are not getting time? Is it because of
too much work and they already committed, as per
estimation, but are not able to do it? There has to be a
reason, right? It’s not that 24 hours has squished to 20
hours, that’s not it. So, if everybody can come upwith
how to talk about time and how it can be improved,
rather than just mentioning time.

Motivated by adesire to engage in a real discussion
about the hours challenge, the same U.S. manager
suggested an adaptation to the following week’s
pulse check script. Rather than have everyone an-
swer the four standard pulse check questions in
a round-robin style, he instead wanted to focus
the entire team’s time, energy, and attention on the
issue of hours for the week 8 pulse check. The
U.S. manager facilitated the meeting and opened by
encouraging people to express their concerns about
hours:

We want to be thinking about how we can work
smarter, not harder . . . If we are not finding time to do
what we need, we need to talk about it—not just the
reason but how we can make adjustments around the
issue of time.

After weeks of generalized discussion of the topic,
the substance and productivity of the week 8 pulse
check discussion was remarkable. Not only did the
India side raise concrete issues around hours, the
U.S. project lead and managers responded in a way
that indicated they acknowledged the challenges
the Indian members were facing and genuinely
wanted to resolve these issues. In response to the
U.S. manager’s encouragement, two Indian engi-
neers pointed out that the time required for testing
their code was not included in time estimates for
tasks in the team’s project planning. Thismeant that
they had to put in more hours than was expected to
finish their tasks. A third Indian engineer ques-
tioned the usefulness of the “showcase” meetings
that the team held each week to show the client the
progress the team made. The entire team was ex-
pected to be on these two-hour calls, evenmembers
who weren’t presenting their work. To accommo-
date the client, the calls took place in the evenings,
India time. He said:

Basically, we have four to five showcase meetings . . .
they will help me understand the other activities in
the project, but, if I have a time crunch or my plate is
full, I wish I could drop off that call and focus on my
work.

He also questioned the value of meetings that had
been created among the Indian team members to
make sure that the Indian manager was aware of
issues before they were raised in the meeting with
the entire team. Finally, a fourth Indian engineer
raised an issue related to the challenges the team
had with conferencing software that often took a
long time to set up: “Sometimes, Citrix is really
slow; there are days when we have to restart our
laptop for Citrix and it takes 15 minutes or 20
minutes to start a call.”

Not only were Indian team members openly shar-
ing their issues and challenges, the U.S. managers
heard the challenges anddeveloped concrete actions
to try to address these issues. For instance, the
U.S. project lead agreed that it may not make sense
for everyone to be on the call for the showcase
meetings and even admitted that it “was probably
poor planning on my part.” The team also discussed
the problem of not including estimates of time spent
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testing code in their sprint planning. Based on this
discussion, the teamdecided to allocatemore time to
testing and to start documenting howmuch timewas
being spent on testing so that they could develop
accurate estimates for future efforts. The U.S. project
lead said:

What we need to account for is testing support, that’s
the short-term solution we can account for [Indian
engineer’s] time or somebody’s time to support the
tester to navigate through the process, so we account
for that, that is one thing. Once we account for that,
other things will start to fall off their plate. You’re
right, we’re not accounting for that anywhere, but it is
an important task, yet we all hear from Scrum calls
that work is not getting done because of support for
testers.

Awareness of a positive change in relational dy-
namics was shared throughout the team. As one
Indian engineer reflected after the pulse check,
“Everyone is talking—the team is becoming more
vocal and speaking up about their perspectives.”

Thus, in the latter weeks of the intervention, the
positive change in relational dynamics continued
to build through the deeper enactment and adap-
tation of the intervention’s interaction scripts.
Team members, buoyed by the momentum from
the early weeks, worked the spaces of the in-
tervention and redesigned the interaction scripts
to further the change effort. In so doing, they con-
nected more deeply as people, not just as col-
leagues, and tackled persistent work challenges.
As a result, new forms of interacting and relating,
which were counter-normative before the interven-
tion, increasingly became accepted and embraced
by the team.

Changes in Team Relational Dynamics

Throughout the course of the 10-week interven-
tion, we witnessed a shift in the level of respect,
openness, and connectedness on the team. The
emergence of positive relational dynamics on this
team was evidenced by both the actions and re-
flections of those involved.

Respect. The increase in respect among team
members was evident in the degree to which team
members increasingly valued and supported one
another, especially across geographical and hierar-
chical divides. An example of the increased respect
within the team occurred in week 9, when the U.S.
team lead suggested a change in the time of one of
the team’s calls. In an email to the team, he wrote:

Team—As you might have started to realize that we
are literally fighting for meeting time during the
day . . . I am thinking if it will be a good idea to move
the [meeting name] calls to the night (India morning)
so that we can free up the prime-time meeting slots.
I have givena fewoptions, letmeknow the consensus.
Also, “No” is also an acceptable answer!!

Several Indian team members pointed to this in-
cident as indicative of a broader shift in the way the
U.S. team members were engaging with the Indian
team members. In week 10, an Indian engineer re-
flected, “Usually the U.S. [team] just tells us when it
is. There’s more two-way dialogue now.” Another
Indian engineer also noted a change in the way the
U.S. project lead engaged with the Indian team
members: “[The U.S. project lead] is nowmore open
to the team’s perspectives and ideas.”A third Indian
engineer compared this team to those he had been on
in the past: “In this project, the first thing is [the In-
dian team members] have been heard—the feeling
that your voice is heard by the leadership.”

Openness. The development of openness within
the team was evident in the increased sharing about
personal matters and work issues. In the meetings
leading up to the intervention’s start and during the
first few weeks of the intervention, everyone on the
teamwas encouraged to speakup toprovide input on
the goals of the intervention. However, the senior
U.S. members of the team dominated the conversa-
tions during this early period and Indian team
members would often remain silent.

By the end of the intervention, the team was
sharing more openly, surfacing and addressing is-
sues across the group. The Indian team members
became more willing to speak directly and reflected
that they had become “more equal in terms of com-
munication and the kind of work that is happening.”
As one Indian engineer said in her week 10 re-
flection, “It’s definitely increased our communica-
tion together.” Another Indian engineer reflected:

[The intervention] has definitely helped the teamcome
together. People are more expressive, there is a plat-
form to express opinions and problems. Any one of us
would not have taken the step to do that on our own.

This reflection points to the role of spaces in bringing
the entire team together outside of everyday in-
teractions and the critical component of interaction
scripts that enabled the expression of “opinions and
problems” in a productive manner. The “platform”

referred to is, in essence, the spaces and interaction
scripts of the intervention.
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Connectedness. The increased connectedness
within the team was reflected in the way the team
members began to connect with one another as
people, not just as coworkers. In the CWT calls and
the adapted pulse check meetings, team members
learned about each other’s personal lives and en-
gaged with each other in both light-hearted (telling
funny stories) and earnest (talking about one’s re-
ligious views)ways. After the intervention ended, an
Indian engineer reflected:

The team became more close-knit after all those
weeks ... All those icebreakers on the pulse check,
theymay seem like stupid questions, but at the end of
the day they really help—everyonewas laughing, and
that really helps.

At one point in week 9, the workload on the team
became intense. It was at this moment, when an
earlier incarnation of this team may have developed
frustrations with their global counterparts, that the
team’s greater connectedness became evident. In-
stead of each member of the team retreating into his
or her own workload, an Indian engineer stepped
forward and volunteered to help the U.S. manager
with a complex task that the manager did not have
the time to work on. During this period, an Indian
engineer shared, “The team is working really hard to
help each other out to make sure everything is fin-
ished for the deadline. We’re working together to
see that we didn’t miss anything.” Also in week 9,
the U.S. manager emphasized the change in the way
the team was collaborating during this time of high
workload and increased stress:

If we hadn’t had [the intervention], we would still be
in small, small teams and passing specs across the
wall from one side to the other and not this level of
[team-wide] collaboration . . . like the email from [the
Indian engineer this week] saying “I am available.”
Those kinds of things are happening because of [the
intervention]–better understanding, knowing people
better on personal level, understanding career aspi-
rations, and feeling much more comfortable reaching
out asking for help or asking for work.

To be sure, team relational dynamics are the
product of numerous small exchanges, andnot every
single interaction observed was uniformly positive.
In fact, how teammembers dealtwith exchanges that
they experienced as less than positive was also an
important part of the changeprocess. For example, in
the week 8 pulse check, the most junior Indian en-
gineer raised that one of her challenges was feeling
like part of her day was less productive because she

waswaiting for direction. After the call, hermanager
admonishedher for sharing this on the call andasked
her to run things by him before she brought them to
the entire team. The junior engineer turned to one of
her Indian colleagues tomake sense of this exchange.
As she relayed to a facilitator, the colleague told her
that “she had every right to saywhat she did and that
she should always have that right going forward.”
This response reassured her, and, a week later, she
was adamant in her weekly check-in with the facil-
itator that the team had become more open and
connected. She emphasized that she hoped that the
intervention would continue, indicating her contin-
ued faith in her colleagues and the intervention. This
incident,while rare inourdata, reveals thedifficulty,
if not impossibility, of fostering relational dynamics
that are uniformly positive. It also suggests that, once
a team hasmade a shift tomore respectful, open, and
connected forms of interaction, these positive re-
lational dynamics can help contextualize and miti-
gate difficulties when they arise.

Across the board, teammates were struck by the
dramatic growth of respect, openness, and connect-
edness in the team during the intervention. Table 1
provides additional data documenting the emer-
gence of positive relational dynamics that occurred
over the course of the 10 weeks.

FOSTERING POSITIVE
RELATIONAL DYNAMICS

Based on our findings, we induced a theoretical
model that distills how the intervention—a set of
spaces and interaction scripts—facilitated the emer-
gence of positive relational dynamics on a global team.
Below, we present each component of our model.

Spaces and Interaction Scripts Facilitated the
Enactment of Sharing Interactions

During the course of the intervention,we observed
the team interacting in new ways. Specifically, we
saw evidence of team members sharing aspects of
their personal lives and work challenges across
geographic, cultural, linguistic, and hierarchal di-
visions. We also witnessed team members respond-
ing to each other’s sharing in positiveways.We label
the combination of a sharing behavior and a positive
response as a “sharing interaction.” Understanding
how the intervention facilitated the enactment of
sharing interactions requires insight into how spaces
and interaction scripts worked together to transform
the team’s taken-for-granted ways of interacting.
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TABLE 1
Changes in Positive Relational Dynamics over the Course of the Intervention

Early weeks: Low levels Middle weeks: Growing levels Latter weeks: High levels

Respect:
Affirming,
Supporting,
Listening,
Helping

“I’mmore excited for the [Indian team
members] . . . Before, it was like
a parent–child, funneling
information.” (Indian senior
manager)

“[A U.S. manager] struggles. He is a
pretty involved person who gets
upset when things are not done on
time . . . He is accepting these
realities . . . I have seen a softening of
his tone. I amencouraging him to ask
what we can do to help when things
are not done in time.” (U.S. senior
manager)

“It was the first time I ever heard [U.S.
managers] ask us to think aboutwhat
would work best on our end as a
team.” (Indian engineer)

“I echo [the U.S. senior manager, who
gave a low score on being heard]—I
want to challenge the team that,
when issues are raised, people
respond to them.” (U.S. manager) “It’s important to have time to

appreciate the work of the team. It’s
good to have more interactive time
together and have other activities
with the team.” (Indian engineer)

“So many things are going on—just
working, working, working. The
team is reviewing each other’s work,
stepping up, and generally
functioning at high throttle together.
We’re working together to see that
we didn’t miss anything.” (Indian
engineer)

“Right now, [the U.S. manager] is
passing the commands to the Indian
team members and you can’t just
pass the commands . . .He is in order
giver mode. He needs to become
more engaged and to help offshore.”
(U.S. senior manager)

“[AU.S.manager] ‘blocked time to talk
informally’ on Friday (his initiative).
She feels he is the mentor she’s been
looking for.” (Facilitator notes,
conversation with Indian engineer)

“The team is functioning more like
a team now and helping each other
if a task is not completed.” (U.S.
manager)

“I had a great conversation with [the
U.S. senior manager] last week and
will be helping out on one of his firm
initiatives this week. He gave a lot of
advice about a lot of things. He asked
me all the questions I have for him
and took time to answer each one.”
(Indian engineer)

Openness:
Sharing,
Disclosing,
Speaking up

“I don’t discuss things with others. I
prefer to think about a problem on
myownand solve itmyself.” (Indian
engineer)

“The CWT calls are one of the best
ways to get people talking and
breaking the ice.” (Indian engineer)

“I like the CWT and meetings with the
whole team. It’s definitely increased
our communication together.”
(Indian engineer)

“She agrees that the Indian team is
quiet, that it takes ‘a lot of
encouragement from [a U.S.
manager]’ to get them to talk. She
also thinks part of the issue is that
they are more junior; ‘I, too, didn’t
have the confidence to speak up
when I was more junior.’”
(Facilitator notes, conversation with
Indian senior manager)

“The team is doing better than
last week . . . the dynamics are
improving . . . The team was very
vocal on the call [with an Indian
senior manager] and were talking
to each other.” (Indian engineer)

“We’re doing good, all been speaking
up, give inputs that we hadn’t really
been doing. Most people have
issues—the same ones that you
would find at other companies or
with other people—but we talk
about them.” (Indian engineer)

“When offshore has spoken up in the
past, the pushback from [the U.S.
side] has been very hard. I think this
makes peoplemore hesitant to speak
up and to feel as if their voice is not
being heard.” (Indian engineer)

“Offshore doesn’t generally speak
much on the calls but the team is
starting to speak up on calls the last
two weeks.” (Indian engineer)

“‘Last three to four weeks, everyone
talking’—they said they’ve seen a
change in the last three to fourweeks
as far as everyone on the team really
willing to be open and share their
concerns.” (Facilitator notes,
conversation with two Indian
engineers)

“From the business perspective,
people were talking about
themselves, trying to be more
honest. Important things came
out like technical skill sets,
development needs, and soft skills
that people want to develop. It will
help us get good at managing those
types of things. We also gave
suggestions—‘if you are doing this,
youmaywant to try this instead.’We
gave suggestions for next steps.”
(U.S. manager)

“Since we’ve [been on the project]
here, the point was more of one-way
communication. Now, everyone is
speaking and highlights [their]
concerns openly.” (Indian engineer)
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The intervention’s spaces—the temporally and
symbolically bounded CWT calls and pulse check
meetings—created the opening for new forms of in-
teraction to emerge. The separation of the spaces
from the everyday interactions of the team rendered
existing norms and patterns of interaction less sa-
lient. As a result, team members came into the CWT
calls and pulse checks knowing that the typical
norms might not apply. The symbolic and temporal
separation of the spaces also meant that team mem-
bers could not rely onhabitual patterns of interacting
as a guide for how to behave in the spaces. Instead,
spaces encouraged individuals to set aside their
preconceived notions and bring an openmind to the
situation at hand. Furthermore, the intervention’s
spaces were referred to explicitly as a place for the
team to interact with each other in new and different
ways, supporting experimentation and risk taking.

However, spaces on their own do not provide di-
rection for how a team might interact within the
space or what type of experimentation could occur.
Taking a theater metaphor, spaces can be conceived
as a new stage, a place where people don new
clothing, set aside taken-for-granted assumptions,
and experiment with a new style of interaction.
However, an empty stage on its own leaves open
infinite possibilities—thus, the value of having
a script. Whereas spaces created the opening for
change, interaction scripts provided direction and
shape to the change process. These data suggest that
interaction scripts shaped interactionswithin spaces
through three mechanisms.

Interaction scripts guided experimentation into
specified forms. Within the boundaries of spaces,
scripts provided specific guidance on what to dis-
cuss (content parameters) and how to discuss it

TABLE 1
(Continued)

Early weeks: Low levels Middle weeks: Growing levels Latter weeks: High levels

“[Indian engineer] still feels that it is
inappropriate to voice his issues on
the team calls since it is not an issue
that impacts everyone . . . He said he
would bemore comfortable bringing
up issues in a small group setting
because he doesn’t want to ‘bug’ the
team by ‘generalizing’ things that
don’t apply to everyone.” (Facilitator
notes, conversation with Indian
engineer)

Connectedness “There should be some kind of
motivation for the team, a team
outing, a team lunch. It would
definitely help us. Something from
theon-site teammotivatingus . . .We
are only professionally connected.”
(Indian engineer)

“I’mseeing a change that is a very good
sign . . . [The intervention] is really
helping to bring the Indian team
members together and getting
them to increase the level of
communication.” (U.S. senior
manager)

“[The U.S. senior manager] thought
there were clear benefits in
improving one-on-one rapport,
collaborating across the United
States and India and understanding
whatwork is on each other’s plates.”
(Facilitator notes, conversation with
U.S. senior manager)“Note that [Indian engineer] was

expecting his first child and yet very
few people knew about it on the
team.” (Facilitator notes)

“It was such a delight talking to [the
U.S. senior manager]. I now fear him
a little less than I did before the call.”
(Indian engineer)

“I feel good—I know [U.S. manager] as
a person, I now know certain things
about [theU.S. seniormanager] that I
didn’t know before. We are more
bonded within the team.” (Indian
engineer)

“[Indian engineer] says that there are
many team members that she does
not know, and thus would like to
focus on getting to know more of
them during the CWT calls.”
(Facilitator notes, conversation with
Indian engineer)

“[Speaking about the small-group
CWT calls:] Since I am on the BO
team, I don’t interact as much with
ETL—we got a chance to know
each other. Plus, there was a light
moment, to help to chill out with
each other . . . Overall, we got to
know each person—not just
professionally, but personally.”
(U.S. manager)

“It is difficult to differentiate [the
intervention] from the way that the
teamnow operates. There has been a
positive impact on collaboration
since the experiment began.” (U.S.
manager)

“I feel really disconnected from the
team.” (Indian engineer)
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(participation rules). The specificity and explicit-
ness of the interaction scripts were key to reducing
uncertainty during the change process and struc-
turing what type of experimentation and risk taking
was to happen in the spaces of the intervention. The
value of the specificity of the scripts was evident
when team members continued to ask for concrete
conversationprompts to guide their personal sharing
in the early weeks of the intervention.

The scripts’ concrete guidelines also made team
members aware of potential disconnects between
ideal sharing behaviors as specified by the scripts
and how the team was actually interacting. For ex-
ample, in week 3 of the intervention, the Indian
senior manager expressed to the U.S. project lead
that the Indian teammemberswere still not speaking
up in the pulse checks as much as desired and that
senior members of the team needed to continue
to encourage them to express their feelings. Such
feedback points to how the explicit guidelines of the
scripts provided a benchmark by which team mem-
bers could assess their interactions and encourage
each other tomore fully engage in sharing behaviors.

Interaction scripts legitimated counter-normative
forms of interaction. Whereas the spaces of the in-
tervention reduced the salience of existing in-
teraction norms, scripts seeded the development
of new norms. In this study, scripts expanded the
scope of what was legitimate sharing and, in doing
so, challenged expectations of what was appro-
priate behavior. Prior to the intervention, sharing
personal information and work challenges vio-
lated implicit team norms and entailed social
risk. The scripts, however, explicitly asked in-
dividuals to engage in such sharing. In doing so,
the scripts reduced the social risk of broaching
such topics, making them legitimate topics of
conversation.

Interaction scripts established an expectation of
shared risk taking. Interaction scripts also fostered
risk taking by establishing an expectation that ev-
eryone would engage in the same risky behaviors.
Classic research in game theory points to the diffi-
culty for a single person to take a risk that only yields
benefit if others also take the same risk. In strong
organizational cultures, an individual challenging
normative assumptions about what, when, and how
to speak is likely to be censured, mocked, or com-
pletely ignored. Interaction scripts, however, miti-
gated that risk through the promise of collective
engagement. It was established up front that every
single member of the team was expected to take the
risk (i.e., participate in the intervention activities).

As a result, the collective action problem was alle-
viated and benefits accrued for each group member.

Notably, the same mechanisms through which
spaces and scripts facilitated sharing of personal and
work-related matters also facilitated consistently
positive responses to disclosures. Positive responses
manifested as empathetic listening, reciprocal shar-
ing, and active responding to the expressed chal-
lenges. First, the fact that these interactions were
occurring in a space separate from the everyday
created latitude for the team to take the time to hear
each other. Second, the participation rules of the
scripts (e.g., round-robin turn taking inwhichpeople
were given a turn to talk and clear expectations of
when to listen) set the stage for collective sharing.
This guided reciprocity and structured listening
limited immediate and unreflective reactions to
disclosures. Third, because scripts legitimated the
new sharing behaviors, the chances that any single
disclosures would be viewed as socially deviant
were reduced. Instead, individuals were primed to
give each other leeway and respond positively to
sharing.

Figure 2 depicts how spaces and interaction
scripts facilitated the enactment of sharing interac-
tions. The intervention spaces created the opening
for change by reducing the salience of existing
norms, fostering greater mindfulness of one’s in-
teractions, and facilitating experimentation. Scripts
provided shape and direction to the change process
by specifying both the what and the how of the in-
teractions, establishing the legitimacy of such be-
haviors, and creating an expectation that all would
engage in these new risky behaviors. Notably, the
mechanisms bywhich spaces and interaction scripts
facilitated sharing interactions were mutually rein-
forcing. The symbolic and temporal separation of the
spaces from everyday patterns of interaction facili-
tated the enactment of the new interactions specified
by the scripts. Conversely, the existence of scripts
that explicitly specified forms of experimentation
and counter-normative interaction further enhanced
the symbolic separation of the spaces.

Positive Cycle of Emerging Positive Relational
Dynamics and Deeper Sharing

As the intervention progressed, the sharing in-
teractions sparked the emergence of a virtuous
feedback cycle of relational dynamics built on
respect, openness, and connectedness. Building
from Figure 2, which details the link between
spaces, interaction scripts, and sharing interactions,
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Figure 3 outlines our full model of how positive re-
lational dynamics emerged. This model illustrates
how sharing interactions led to a feedback cycle
of increasing respect, openness, and connected-
ness. Below, we unpack the elements and links in
this cycle.

First, the sharing interactions directly established
respect, openness, and connectedness. The sharing
interactions fostered respect by humanizing in-
dividuals across hierarchical, cultural, linguistic,
and geographic distances. These interactions helped
teammembers see one another as people, with lives,
interests, and passions outside of work. The sharing
interactions established openness by virtue of the
wider range of topics—both personal and work
related—that the team shared in pulse checks and
CWT calls. And the sharing interactions fostered
connectedness through the positive responses to
personal and work-related disclosures. Taking the
form of reciprocal sharing, empathetic listening,
and active responding, positive responses fostered a
sense that the group cared about each other’s work
experiences and who they were as people. In these
ways, the sharing interactions established the be-
ginnings of positive relational dynamics on the team.

Second, the respect, openness, and connectedness
that emerged from early sharing interactions gener-
ated energy and engagementwithin the team, fueling
a cycle of growing positive relational dynamics. The
energy was evident in the excitement and satis-
faction that individuals displayed after their CWT
calls and during the fun, personal pulse check
conversations in weeks 4 and 6. The increased en-
gagement by the team manifested in the team’s
adaption of the initial scripts, starting inweek 4. Such
adaptation of the interactions scripts indicated that
team members were progressively investing more
of their time, energy, and belief in the possibility of
change.

The increased energy and engagement of the team,
in turn, inspired individuals to fully embrace the
scripts in latter weeks. Thus, the enactment of shar-
ing interactions, facilitated by the intervention’s
spaces and interaction scripts, initiated a cycle of
growing respect, openness, and connectedness on
the team—a cycle fueled by increased energy and
engagement in the change process.

One important feature of our theoretical model is
that not every type of interaction script will neces-
sarily lead to the emergence of positive relational

FIGURE 2
How Spaces and Interaction Scripts Facilitated Enactment of Sharing Interactions
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dynamics. In this particular intervention, the content
parameters—interpersonal sharing about personal
or work challenges—and participation rules—
collective engagement across cultural and hierar-
chical team divides—of the interaction scripts were
important to the observed outcomes of the in-
tervention. The collective interpersonal sharing
specified by the interaction scripts in our studywere
key to humanizing individuals, fostering positive
responses to disclosures, and generating positive
relational dynamics.

In addition, not every single instance of interaction
scripts fostered sharing interactions that were
equally successful at facilitating respect, openness,
and connectedness—notably, the week 5 pulse
check when team members were asked with whom
they would like to trade places. One feature of the
adaptation of the week 5 pulse check script was that
it prompted social comparisonswithin the team. The
content parameters in other weeks did not prompt
social comparisons, but instead asked people to
share a personal story or to discuss awork challenge.

This variation suggests that interaction scripts that
elicit social comparisons are less likely to humanize
teammembers and, as a result, are less likely to foster
respect, openness, and connectedness. This varia-
tion also highlights how spaces on their own would
likely not have led to a transformation in the team’s
relational dynamics.

The Role of Script Adaptation to the Change
Process

The organic adaptations of the scripts, prompted
by suggestions from the team members to the facili-
tators, played a critical role in the change process.
Such adaptations indicate that, while the scripts
were initially developed via a top-down process,
their evolution occurred through a bottom-up pro-
cess. The adaptations of scripts led to some of the
most consequential moments in the team’s evolving
relational dynamics, indicating that, when there is
an opportunity for bottom-up adaptation of scripts,
valuable experimentation may occur.

FIGURE 3
How Spaces and Interaction Scripts Fostered Positive Relational Dynamics
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Spillover of Positive Relational Dynamics Outside
of the Intervention Spaces and Scripts

The emergence of positive relational dynamics
within the spaces of the intervention led to improved
dynamics outside of these spaces. Examples of
spillover included the team members moving to sit
together in week 4. Further, their sitting together fed
back into how the team engagedwithin the spaces of
the intervention. Another example of spillover oc-
curred in week 8, when the U.S. project lead asked
the Indian teammembers for their input in changing
one of their meeting times, and in week 9, when a
team member became aware of how busy certain
colleagues were and offered to pitch in and help
those with more on their plate. These examples
highlight the fluidity of the boundaries between the
intervention spaces and the everyday interactions of
the team aswell as the positive feedback in relational
dynamics across these boundaries.

Enabling Conditions: Leadership Support and
External Facilitators

These data suggest that, in order to realize the
generative potential of spaces and interaction scripts
for fostering positive relational dynamics, two en-
abling conditions should be present: leadership
support and external facilitation.

Leadership support. As noted above, one of the
key functions of spaces and interaction scripts is
that they mitigate the social risk of enacting new
behaviors. However, the legitimating power of
spaces and interaction scripts do not solely reside in
the spaces and scripts themselves. The authority of
the team and organizational leaders who sanctioned
and supported the intervention imbued the spaces
and scripts with external legitimacy. Such legiti-
macy was particularly important in the initial stages
of the intervention, when team members were de-
ciding how to enact the scripts and whether or not to
engage in what they perceived to be socially risky
behaviors. The engagement and support of the
U.S. senior manager and partner were critical for sig-
naling to theother teammembers that itwas legitimate
and safe to interact with one another in new ways.

Team and organizational leaders supported the
intervention in multiple ways. They sanctioned the
intervention as an official firm priority by ensuring
that time spent on the intervention couldbe loggedas
part of each teammember’s target hours toward firm
initiatives. Just as importantly, the project lead and
senior partner participated in the intervention itself.

Their participation and engagement in the sharing
interactions reinforced the sense that everyone on
the team would be taking the same risks, thus re-
ducing the risk for any one person.

External facilitation. Facilitators also supported
the change process in multiple ways. First, the pres-
ence of the external facilitators in the interven-
tion enhanced the symbolic separation of the
intervention’s spaces and the everyday work of the
team. Their presence signaled to teammembers that
team norms would not necessarily apply in these
spaces. Second, the neutral status of external facil-
itators mitigated the impression that participating
in the intervention was a top-down imperative of
management. The presence of facilitators, as out-
siders to the team’s formal power structure, bol-
stered the sense that everyone on the team was in
the change effort together. Third, facilitators pro-
vided in situ feedback and encouragement to sup-
port script enactment. For example, following a
team member’s response to the pulse check ques-
tions in week 5, the facilitator said, “Thank you so
much. That was terrific. So we are hoping that all of
your openness that existed in the first half of the call
will carry over in the second half.”

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

This research documents one way that organiza-
tions can foster positive relational dynamics on
teams. We found that the combination of spaces and
interaction scripts can enable the emergence of re-
spect, openness, and connectedness in teams.While
spaces create the opening for new relational dy-
namics to emerge, interaction scripts provide con-
tent parameters and interaction rules that can guide
team members to interact in ways that generate re-
spect, openness, and connectedness.

These findings contribute to the literature on
positive relationships at work. Existing research in
this area highlights the importance of relationships
characterized by respect, openness, and connected-
ness to teamandorganizational functioning (Carmeli
et al., 2015; Dutton & Heaphy, 2003; Edmondson,
1999). While scholars have suggested different po-
tential enablers of positive relational dynamics, such
as inclusive leadership (Fletcher & Ragins, 2007;
Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006) and relational skills
andpractices (Baker&Dutton, 2007;Quinn,2007), few
studies have empirically investigated the processes
and mechanisms by which relational dynamics can
be transformed. This present study deepens our un-
derstanding of how positive relational dynamics can
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be fostered. We illustrate how, by carving out spaces
and providing interaction scripts that encouraged
collective interpersonal sharing, a distributed global
team developed a virtuous cycle of respect, openness,
and connectedness. This study also provides empiri-
cal support for the positive feedback loops that
scholars of positive relationships at work have theo-
rized are inherent to the evolution of positive re-
lationships (Kahn, 2007; Quinn, 2007), and the role of
energy as a catalyst for these feedback loops (Dutton &
Heaphy, 2003; Quinn, 2007).

This study also deepens our understanding of
when interpersonal sharing can lead to positive re-
lationships at work. Existing research in psychology
highlights the positive relationship between per-
sonal sharing and relational strength in general so-
cial contexts (e.g., Collins & Miller, 1994). However,
studies of sharing in work contexts have noted the
negative impact that personal disclosure can have in
these settings (Detert & Edmondson, 2011;Morrison,
2011). The present study supports the importance of
normative context in influencing how interpersonal
sharing is received, but also suggests that the preex-
isting normative context is not fully determinant.
The preexisting team norms in this study were
hardly favorable to the sharing of personalmatters or
work challenges. Instead, the temporary opening in
the normative context of the team, facilitated by the
interaction scripts and spaces of the intervention,
was sufficient for the interpersonal sharing to be re-
ceived positively.

In addition to contributing to the research on
positive relationships at work, the concept of in-
teraction scripts contributes to research on change in
organizations. Prior research has highlighted the
importance of spaces, or bounded social settings, for
enabling change in institutional practices, routines,
group dynamics, and organizational culture (Bucher
& Langley, 2016; Furnari, 2014; Howard-Grenville
et al., 2011; Isaacs, 1999; Kellogg, 2009; Zietsma &
Lawrence, 2010). However, the notion of spaces,
which are, by definition, neutral as to what happens
within them, fails to provide insight into the dy-
namics and mechanisms of change (Furnari, 2014;
Polletta, 1999).

This study introduces the notion of interaction
scripts to deepen our understanding of how andwhy
certain changes in interaction patterns can emerge
within a space. Furthermore, this study identifies the
mechanisms by which interaction scripts comple-
ment spaces in affecting relational change: namely,
they help a team overcome the uncertainty, social
risk, and collective action problem associated with

deviating from team norms and engaging in risky
interpersonal sharing behaviors.

Notably, whenwe revisited the empirical research
that establishes spaces as a vehicle for change in
organizations, we found evidence of additional
structures resembling our concept of interaction
scripts that contributed to the change processes.
For instance, in Howard-Grenville and colleagues’
(2011) study of cultural change, they note the use of
“liminal spaces” that appear to incorporate interac-
tion scripts. One of the key liminal spaces in their
study is a strategy retreat that introduced celebration
and games (content parameters) and invited partici-
pation from all hierarchical levels (participation
rules).AsHoward-Grenville et al. (2011: 530) explains:

Actors gave careful thought to how they would facil-
itate and invite interaction, intentionally bringing to
the fore moments, events, or occasions in which
people could interact differently, suspend the usual
organizational social dynamics, and allow role-based
interactions to recede in importance.

In other words, these actors were consciously in-
corporating scripts to structure interactions within
the space to bring about new ways of relating.

Similarly, Bucher and Langley’s (2016) study of
routine change describes how both reflective and
experimental spaces facilitated successful changes
in medical routines. Upon examination, both kinds
of spaces in their study contained structured guide-
lines for interaction. For example, in reflective
spaces, individuals were explicitly directed to
review the old routines while envisioning new
routines (i.e., content parameters), and, in one of
their cases, an external facilitator was even brought
in to guide the reflection. In experimental spaces,
the new envisioned medical routines provided the
structured guidelines governing how the teams
would interact within the space. In Kellogg’s (2009)
study of institutional change at two hospitals, in
addition to relational spaces where reformers could
meet to interact and mobilize, additional guidelines
shaped reformer’s interactions in ways that sup-
ported the change process. For example, directors of
surgery gave directives to doctors to discuss how to
change practices in order to comply with the new
hours policy (content parameters) and, in afternoon
rounds, juniors and seniors were both expected to
speak and raise issues (content parameters and par-
ticipation rules).

That guidelines for interaction with content pa-
rameters andparticipation rules are present in several
existing studies of organizational change highlights
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that spaces are often accompanied by additional
structures that support the change process. However,
this hidden role of interaction scripts as a unique
contribution to fostering change has been under-
theorized. For example,while Furnari (2014) recently
suggested that, in addition to spaces, successful in-
teraction rituals—or interactions characterized by
mutual attentionandemotional energy—areneeded to
support the emergence of new practices, he did not
address how successful interaction rituals come to be.
Our notion of interaction scripts serves as one possible
means for facilitating successful interaction rituals
within spaces.

This work also contributes to the literature on
distributed and global teams. Research on global
teams has highlighted the challenges of overcoming
cultural, hierarchical, linguistic, and geographic
distance to achieve team effectiveness (Cramton,
2001; Espinosa, Slaughter, Kraut, & Herbsleb, 2007;
Herbsleb & Mockus, 2003; Hinds & Bailey, 2003;
Hinds & Mortensen, 2005; Metiu, 2006). Scholars
note the importance of fostering closeness within
global teams to manage coordination challenges.
Current work suggests that in-person site visits are
critical for fostering this familiarity (Hinds &
Cramton, 2014). According to this research, site
visits allow individuals to work together in vivo and
provide informal time for getting to know one an-
other outside of work (Hinds & Cramton, 2014). Our
study suggests an alternative mechanism for foster-
ing closeness in global teams that may not require
extended time with each other on-site. In these data,
spaces and interaction scripts fostered positive re-
lational dynamics even while the team remained
distributed. The team described in this research
never met face to face as an entire group.

This research has implications for practitioners
and leaders seeking to foster positive relational dy-
namics in teams. Practitioners should think about
how to structure personal sharing and open discus-
sion of work issues in service of fostering respect,
openness, and connectedness and should consider
using spaces and interaction scripts as a resource.
The recent research on choice architecture in be-
havioral economics provides a useful analog for
understanding the potential implications of in-
teraction scripts for practitioners. Choice architec-
ture is the study of how designing the decision
environment can influence or “nudge” individuals
to make decisions that have better outcomes for the
individual and/or society, such as making 401(k)
contributions a default option in order to increase
retirement savings (Benartzi & Thaler, 2007; Thaler

&Sunstein, 2012). Interaction scripts canbevieweda
form of “interaction architecture”; just as choice ar-
chitecture can be used to nudge individuals to make
more optimal decisions, interaction scripts may
serve as a way to nudge group members to interact
with each other in more productive and beneficial
ways.

This study was limited in temporal scope. While
the relatively short duration of the study (two-week
assessment plus a 10-week intervention) speaks to
the power that spaces and interaction scripts can
have in fostering new dynamics, it would be worth-
while to examine how team relational dynamics
evolve over a longer timeframe. To borrow Lewin’s
classic framework on the process of group change
(Lewin, 1947), we observed the “unfreezing” and
“changing” stages of change but likely did not ob-
serve the full process of the team “re-freezing”
around new norms or patterns of interaction. Do
teams continue to utilize spaces and interaction
scripts even after the new patterns of interaction are
firmly established, or do they no longer need them?
Future research could explore the temporal dynam-
ics of relational change over time and the evolving
role that spaces and scripts play throughout a longer
process of relational change.

Future research is needed to further understand
the conditions under which spaces and interaction
scripts are likely to foster positive relational dy-
namics. Specifically, future research could explore
whether there are certain content parameters and
participation rules of interaction scripts that make
them more or less effective at fostering positive re-
lational dynamics. For example, what level of per-
sonal sharing is needed to foster connectedness?
What might be the downside of too much personal
sharing (e.g., Martin et al., 1998)? Also, while the
intervention we studied comprised spaces and
scripts, future research could explore under what
conditions bounded spaces might be sufficient to
foster positive change without the addition of in-
teraction scripts. Alternatively, can scripts effec-
tively facilitate changeoutsideof spaces?Finally, the
question ofwhether external facilitation is needed in
order for spaces and scripts to enable change is an
open question. Notably, the interaction scripts in
Howard-Grenville and colleagues’ (2011) studywere
developed and utilized by insiders, suggesting that
external facilitators may not always be necessary for
scripts to support change.

Lastly, future research is needed to explore the
relevance of interaction scripts for fostering other
types of change. As noted, interaction scripts can be
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found in many other case studies of change in and
across organizations but have yet to be theorized or
identified as an important enabler of change. How
might the relevance and functioning of interaction
scripts be different when the change is in organiza-
tional routines, practices, or cultural repertoires
rather than in relational dynamics? What are the
boundary conditions forwhen interaction scripts are
useful for facilitating such change?

It is notoriously difficult for teams to change neg-
ative patterns of interacting and relating. Our re-
search shines light onone resource for facilitating the
emergence of positive relational dynamics in teams.
We found that the combination of spaces and in-
teraction scripts can guide groups to collectively
manage social risk and experiment with new forms
of interpersonal sharing. In doing so, they plant the
seeds of respect, openness, and connectedness that
can grow and ultimately transform a team’s re-
lational dynamics.
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